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Morning, here're some recent news on infrastructure and alternative assets.
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Belt & Road Initiative

China pledges to build 'Polar Silk Road' by 2025 to tap natural resources, 6/3/2021
China is set to construct the "Polar Silk Road" and is actively participating in the development of polar
regions. According to the plan, China intends to "participate in pragmatic cooperation in the North Pole", in
a bid to “raise its ability to participate in the protection and utilisation of the South Pole”.
Read More

Bulk of China’s tightened belt and road energy finance goes to Africa,

27/2/2021

China/Hong Kong/North Asia

Hong Kong turns empty hotels into apartments as tourists vanish, 5/3/2021
Hotels in Hong Kong are being transformed into residential developments to satisfy housing demand as
the pandemic-hit tourism industry shows no signs of recovery.
Read More

China to build warehouse, logistics facilities in rural areas,

5/3/2021

SE/South Asia

Property developer New World backs data centre venture focused on emerging
economies in Asia-Pacific, 3/3/2021
Hong Kong property giant New World Development has formed a joint venture that will establish a pan Asian network of data centres in emerging markets, helping close the infrastructure gap with the West and
connect a fast-growing population of digital consumers in the region.
Read More

Ascendas India Trust to buy industrial facility in Chennai for $38.3m,

5/3/2021

Boustead Projects launches Boustead Industrial Fund, completes divestment of 14
properties,

4//3/2021

YCH and Cambodia sign framework pact to develop Phnom Penh Logistics Complex,

4/3/2021

Australia

LOGOS aims for $2.3 Aussie portfolio after Sydney, Singapore acquisitions, 7/3/2021
Logos Property Group is continuing to ramp up its regional portfolio as the ARA Asset Managementbacked developer seeks to add a Blackstone-owned logistics portfolio to recent acquisitions in Sydney and
Singapore.
Read More

NSW infrastructure's biggest shake up in 30 years,

5/3/2021

Europe and North America

Infrastructure ESG reporting schemes not capturing financial risks, EDHEC
warns, 5/3/2021
The EU's Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR) comes into force next week, but the EDHEC
Infrastructure Institute (EDHECinfra) has warned that existing ESG reporting schemes for infrastructure
investors could fall short of its requirements.
Read More

CBRE Global Investors acquires Italian logistics property ,
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Franklin Templeton social infrastructure fund adds UK assets ,
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